
The  Program……. 

We have bred for moderate birth weights, heavy weaning weights, good feedlot                 
performance, carcass value & maternal traits, such as fertility, mothering ability, good    

udders & milk.  This has given us a herd of cattle that are moderate-framed & easy fleshing, 
with good dispositions. They breed back & raise heavy calves. 

For Information or a Sale Book Contact…… 

Scott & Gwen Whitworth ~   

208-876-4226/h 208-940-0433/c 

 www.silverbitranch.net 

What our customers have to say about   

Silver Bit bulls……. 

 “They are deep and thick and hold up well in these big, steep, 

rough mountains.  We raise all of our own replacement heifers and the 

females are great.  There’s calving ease and yet they produce a calf that 

puts more pounds over the scale in the fall.” ….Wayne Baker, East Fork 

Ranches LLC, Clayton, ID 

 “We have bought bulls from Silver Bit since the beginning and 

have continually used them for the past 25+ years because they perform.  

Calves are vigorous when they are born, gain and grade well.  Cows are 

good mothers with high fertility and breed back without extra care.  Bulls 

stay sound and healthy and can cover our rugged country. They 

Work.” ...Joe Caywood, Tendoy, ID 

 “I have been buying Silver Bit bulls for over 30 years and have 

always been happy with how they put pounds on calves, produce mother 

cows with good bags and mothering ability, hold up on our range that is 

over 6000 ’ altitude. Scott and Gwen are always great to deal with and 

always stand behind the bulls they sell.” ….Herb Whitworth, Elkhorn 

Ranch, Mackay, ID 

w754 SAV Resource 1441 x Sitz Upward  307R 

w7143 SAV Resource 1441 x Sitz Upward  307R 

w739 Sitz Investment 660Z x Sitz Rainmaker 6169 

w7145 SAV Resource 1441 x Sitz Upward  307R 

7035 SAV Resource 1441 x Sitz Upward  307R 


